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exploitation of the OLYMPUS results to a broad community of potentially 
interested parties. Furthermore, the contributions to standardization activities 
where the technology developed under the project may be applicable are also 
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This document provides and summarizes the elements of the exploitation and 
future business plan for OLYMPUS results. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

This deliverable presents the initial OLYMPUS business and exploitation plans 
from both individual and joint exploitation perspectives. It introduces the main 
OLYMPUS concepts and its terminology, along with its exploitation strategy by 
making the system as modular as possible. 

The deliverable is structured as follows: 

Section 3 gives an overview of the technological context where the OLYMPUS 
framework is located, as well as the modules and components that the system 
consists on. 

Section 4 focuses on the business and stakeholder analysis, by analysing the 
target audience of the project. 

Section 5 describes the market analysis performed, studying both the demand 
and the supply side of the market from the perspective of the OLYMPUS 
framework. 

Section 6 focuses on the use cases exploitation analysis and what other uses 
could be made of the system. 

Section 7 describes the exploitation plans, covering both the individual and the 
joint exploitation plans. 

Section 8 concludes the deliverable. 
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2. INTRODUCTION  

This document is the deliverable “D7.2 Business and Innovation Plans”, which 
is part of Work Package 7 “Dissemination, Communication and Exploitation”. 

This deliverable describes the exploitation plans for the project results from both 
individual and joint exploitation perspectives. It introduces the main OLYMPUS 
concepts and its terminology, along with its exploitation strategy by making the 
system as modular as possible. 

3. PROJECT CONTEXT AND RESULTS 

This deliverable focuses on the exploitable results that have tangible and 
commercial value. There are some results such as know-how that will be 
mentioned in the individual exploitation plans, while others, as the architectural 
components, will be described in this section. 

 

3.1. Technological context  
 

A common challenge regarding online services is how to determine who is 
allowed to access the service and who is not. Traditionally, this has been 
handled by each service provider managing a database with users, their 
passwords and their access rights. This solution does introduce a number of 
new problems, however: The service provider must now ensure the password 
database (and the user's password during authentication) is well protected, 
something which is hard to do properly. Furthermore, the service provider 
learns a great deal about the user. 

The problem of securely managing passwords has, to a certain degree, been 
managed with the introduction of federated identities. Federated identities 
introduce the concept of an Identity Provider (IdP), which is responsible for 
managing user authentication and handling the security of the user database. 
The service providers trust the IdP and will only need to validate a 
token/signature issued by the IdP, in order to grant a user access to a service. 
This set-up allows the service provider to focus on its core competence (offering 
a service), without dealing with the security issues of user management. The 
security-critical task of user authentication is instead placed at a specialized 
entity, namely the IdP. 

However, the introduction of federated identities does not attempt to tackle the 
issue of user privacy: The IdP knows a great deal about the user and the 
service provider will also learn a number of attributes about the user, as these 
are contained in the access tokens issued by the IdP. Assuming the access 
tokens do not reveal (much) information about the user, the service provider will 
still learn which IdP has the user info and the IdP will learn which service 
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provider the user is trying to access. One way to solve this issue is to use 
privacy preserving attribute-based credentials (pABC). The pABC technology 
allows a user to prove its identity to a service provider, without revealing 
unnecessary information. Furthermore, this is done in a manner that does not 
involve the IdP directly, hence making it impossible for the IdP to learn which 
service provider the user is accessing. 

The OLYMPUS project addresses both of the above issues: By utilizing 
distributed, threshold password verification protocols, the security of the IdP is 
improved with the introduction of a virtual IdP. The privacy aspect is addressed 
by using a distributed variant of the pABCs mentioned above. Furthermore, 
another aim of the project is to make these technologies easily integrable with 
existing IdP/IdM systems, such as OpenID Connect or SAML. 

 

3.2. Modules and components  
 

The OLYMPUS framework includes both client and server functionality (as well 
as some verifier functionality in the case of pABCs). The framework aims to be 
easily integrable and therefore offers only basic functions related to the usage 
of the protocols. How this is used by the various applications, depends on the 
concrete business logic context, e.g. the framework allows the distributed 
signing of JWT tokens, however which attributes are in the JWT token is context 
specific and determined by the application using the framework. 

The client functionality is fairly simple and mainly relies on executing the 
cryptographic protocols, although some additional client logic is oriented at 
managing distributed pABCs.  

Namely, the pABC approach relies on a module that, in addition to executing 
the cryptographic protocol to combine the credentials, manages the (optional) 
storage of said credentials and uses them to generate presentation tokens 
tailored to specific policies. 

As the presentation tokens will be derived using specific zero-knowledge proofs, 
the pABC approach needs a verification component that would be used by the 
relying party (in contrast to the distributedly signed JWT tokens that can be 
verified using standard methods). This component would simply implement the 
cryptographic functionality necessary to check the validity of the presentation 
token. 

The server functionality is a bit more complex. In addition to the cryptographic 
protocol implementations, the server also contains components for validating 
identity proofs and integrating with hardware security modules: 

Validating identity proofs: 

As a set of OLYMPUS servers will form a virtual IdP (vIdP), their main overall 
task is to sign user attributes according to some specification. For this to be 
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possible, the servers will need to know these attributes and be sure about their 
authenticity and correctness. A user can supply the vIdP with their attributes, 
however the servers will need to verify the correctness of these. This is done 
using an identity proofing component. The architecture allows a vIdP 
deployment to use multiple of these, allowing the users to supply attributes in a 
manner of ways. Examples of the identity proofing components could be an 
X.509 certificate validator or an XML signature validator. In either case, the 
validator checks a signature or similar kind of proof. If the proof is valid, the 
attributes contained are added to a database and may be used in credentials or 
tokens issued by the vIdP. 

Hardware security modules: 

In order to improve security, Hardware Security Modules (HSM) are commonly 
used to store secret keys and perform security sensitive operations. In the 
OLYMPUS framework, the sensitive operations used by the cryptographic 
protocols are isolated to a dedicated interface which comes with a default 
software implementation. This allows a vIdP deployment with higher security 
requirements to replace the default software implementation, with one using 
HSM. 
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4. BUSINESS AND STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS  

Although the access to the Internet from users has evolved and along with that 
many other capabilities and services have been improved and generated, 
obtaining reliable information from these users remains almost the same that it 
was many years ago. Some rustic ways have been created, but none of them is 
trustable enough to become an actual way of identifying uniquely a user in the 
network of networks. 

The same occurs with the issuance of electronic identity cards. There is not a 
proper way to adopt this kind of digital identification, because it usually needs 
the use of some combination of devices that makes the process complex to 
follow and to use from anywhere.  

The most common way to authenticate users online is the use of usernames 
and passwords, but what is not so common is to use really strong and unique 
passwords. The users usually use one that would be easy to remember and 
reuse it in a lot of different websites or services. Since several years, some 
apps and services are offering the possibility to log in with the same account 
that one uses for popular services like Google or Facebook. This eases the 
process to users, giving them the possibility of having only one account for 
several services, but offers much less security and privacy. This is because the 
organizations that offer the possibility of using their accounts to be the online 
identity of a user, become a single point of failure in the system and if this 
server fails, the user will not be able to identify himself in any other service or 
app. Additionally it is easier for an attacker to impersonate these users and 
steal their information or take control of their online identity.  

Taking all this into account, it is obvious that there is a demand of an increase in 
the users’ privacy on the Internet, especially in a time where personal data are 
collected massively without any control from their owners. Also, particularly in 
Europe, GDPR offers a legal framework to protect privacy, increasing security 
without forbidding the development of the data sharing process. Among the 
regulations that this new law brings to the table is the enforcement of the use of 
partial and pseudonymised identities. Based on that, any digital identity strategy 
must be pseudonym-oriented and based on the distribution of the identity 
information through different providers and all of that under the control of the 
physical person. 

OLYMPUS aims to satisfy these needs by addressing the challenges 
associated to the use of privacy-preserving digital identity management, by 
establishing an interoperable European framework, employing distributed 
cryptographic techniques to split up the role of the online IDP over multiple 
authorities and by using short-lived access tokens after authenticating to the 
system. 

Currently, the management of digital identity (IdM) solutions is done by using 
one of two schemes. On one hand, there are online solutions where the identity 
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provider (IDP) is involved during authentication, whose main disadvantage is 
that the IDP learns all the details of the access requests made,  which makes it 
possible to track all the users’ movements online, since  and the IDP is a 
possible target for attacks. On the other hand, there are offline solutions where 
the IDP is involved only during the issuance of a long-lived credential, whose 
disadvantage is the need of storing this credential in the users’ devices that are 
insecure, as they are exposed to different kinds of attacks or the need of having 
an external hardware device to carry around with the so-called credential. 

By looking in detail the way that OLYMPUS implements an alternative to this 
current scheme, will provide a clearer idea of the type of stakeholders that the 
process has. This alternative consists of an oblivious variant of IdM solutions, 
distributing the IDP among several partial IDPs that conform a virtual IDP 
(vIDP). This eliminates the single point of failure by using mechanisms based 
on threshold cryptography, anonymous credentials and secure multi-party 
computation.  

The process prevents partial IDPs from learning the users’ pseudonyms, from 
being able to tell whether two requests were from the same service provider 
(SP) and from providing the ability to a SP to link the user authentication. This 
so-called SP that acts as a stakeholder, only sees the vIDP as a normal online 
IDP. 

From the users’ point of view, the main stakeholder in this project, 
authentication is performed in a simple way, requiring a single password to 
authenticate to all partial IDPs that do not know the master password. It 
guarantees that the users’ passwords are protected in case any of the IDPs are 
compromised. The users’ devices must comply with only a minimal set of 
requirements that do not include any specific secure environment. 

Another stakeholder that is taken into account is the attribute providers (APs). 
These APs determine the required set of attributes and their type. These 
attributes are bound to users’ pseudonyms, to allow the vIDP to transfer these 
attributes, in order to be able to prove properties about them to other SPs while 
learning the minimal amount of information about the users’ attributes. The APs 
are responsible for the requirements that a specific user has to meet to perform 
a link between its digital and physical identities. 

Although privacy is guaranteed, a way for the distributed virtual IDP to 
reconstruct some users’ operations or to reveal the real identity behind an 
anonymous transaction is possible for inspection by legal authorities.  

The OLYMPUS ecosystem is based on virtual identities that are derived from 
physical identities through an enrolment infrastructure, to strengthen the link 
virtual the physical and virtual worlds. These virtual identities are used to derive 
subordinate virtual identities, as a subset of identity attributes from the root 
virtual identity, to be used during a specific transaction, but they only represent 
partially a user, preserving its privacy. Additionally, the specification and 
management of virtual identities are affected by the eIDAS regulation, to ensure 
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the approach is aligned with requirements imposed by an EU common legal 
umbrella. 

 

4.1. Target audience 
 

A subset of stakeholders described in the previous chapter is OLYMPUS 
exploitation target audience. These are stakeholders that will pay for either 
OLYMPUS project results or services and will be also the main target for the 
dissemination activities and in particular for associated partnership.  Continuous 
market monitoring to detect new trends and possibilities, which will allow the 
consortium to react to the market changes and adapt the implementation of the 
new versions of components, will further shape the ecosystem, as well as the 
target audience messages. 

Taking a social perspective based on the Diffusion of Innovations theory, we 
might propose different strategies to adopt innovations more successively. The 
first group, the innovators, make up merely 2.5% of the population that wants to 
try out the OLYMPUS innovations even before there is a full ecosystem. These 
early adopters need to find value in using the platform and to convince more 
people to join the ecosystem.  

The target group could be any stakeholder interested in bridging digital and 
traditional approaches to increase and sustain high technical and procedural 
levels of quality of security documents and corresponding processes in both 
virtual and physical worlds. This could include insurance companies, banking 
organisations that must comply with anti-money laundering directive and others.  

From a policy perspective, the issue is not so much in who is the target 
audience (clearly it is the European Commission), but what is the message to 
bring. Cross-border recognition of electronic identification means under eIDAS 
regulation is opening many possibilities. One is that virtual IdP, such as the one 
envisaged in the previous section, is considered as a service provider in “eIDAS 
ecosystem”. The second possibility is elevating the service offered by the 
ARIES v-ID provider as new electronic identification service under eIDAS 
themselves, meaning that the partial, derived identity is considered as a specific 
type of “notified eID”, recognised under the eIDAS rules. 

Even more, probably the most relevant policy contribution is the possibility of 
characterizing the service offered by the OLYMPUS provider as a new trust 
service: the accreditation of possession of personal information with privacy 
protection. An OLYMPUS provider, once a person identity has been 
provisioned, offers a service that allows that person to self-create partial, 
derived identities, asserting in a trustworthy manner a particular personal 
attribute. 
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5. MARKET ANALYSIS  

Following the premises stated in the previous stakeholder analysis, a division 
was made for performing the market analysis. On one hand, a demand-side 
analysis is made taking into account the needs of the more relevant 
stakeholders. On the other hand, market analysis is studied from a supply-side 
perspective. 

 

5.1. Demand side analysis 
 

Regarding the credit file use case, 90% of the European population over the 
age of 15 has a bank account. As a result, financial institutions have the identity 
of a large part of the population. This identity has been obtained through a 
series of rules and regulations that ensure that this identity is valid in its great 
majority. The financial entities have most of the information in everything related 
to money movements and the linkage of their clients with other companies, 
either for making payments, for income, for purchases, for services, etc. 

PSD2 will promote that the knowledge of this information when there is a 
payment operation, either unique or recurrent, can be provided to the initiator of 
the payment to validate not only the identity of the person but also his financial 
position. 

 

But several questions arise when talking about this type of information: 

- What will happen when this information is used for carrying a viability 
study of an operation or a transaction instead of being used for a 
financial transaction?  

- What will be the responsibility of the person who accepts this information 
and above all on its exploitation?  

- What risk can exist?  

- How many will be the security and protection measures that will have to 
be applied on the data? 

The market that opens up with a project like Olympus and with the credit file use 
case is wide. Thinking about the possibilities of removing the personal data from 
all the information that a specific user can or should provide in order to simply 
"know if he or she complies" with some possible conditions, to obtain a good or 
service or to be able to get previous information to know if a certain act is 
convenient for him or her or not, or simply to be able to have deliverable 
information in real-time, without having to be locating it and extracting it from 
multiple sources.  
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Only being able to offer this service to 1% of more than 250 million inhabitants 
of the EU, would represent enough reason to offer a solution to more than 2.5 
million users. Applications such as knowing if a user can be granted a loan, a 
line of credit, insurance, financing for a vehicle, a business project or a 
mortgage would be sufficient cause for the use of the service 

Regarding the mDL scenario, the driver’s licence market is a very large one, 
thus providing a great potential in this use case. In the European Union alone, 
about 60% of the population, which corresponds to 300 million citizens, 
possesses a valid driver’s licence [1]. In the other side of the Atlantic, over 
227.5 million people are holding valid driving licences in the United States [2]. 

Apart from the driver’s capabilities, a driving licence contains personal 
information about its holder that can identify him/her. This personal information 
can also be found in other identification cards that a person possesses, such as 
identification card, insurance card etc. It is quite inconvenient though for 
someone to have to carry all these different cards that contain a lot of common 
information. People tend to forget things in pockets or drawers and they find 
themselves searching their house in order to find things they consider “lost”. 

Combining all this information in one place would make people’s lives easier 
and what could be more convenient than a smartphone application containing 
this personal info. Nowadays, a lot of people possess a smartphone device, 
which they carry around most of the time. Additionally, this application can 
provide one more advantage to its holder: When a person has to present one of 
the aforementioned cards, in order to prove some element of his/her id (i.e. the 
address or the age), all the personal information contained in that card would be 
revealed to the person checking the card. By using the smartphone application 
instead, the user can choose which part of his/her personal data shall be 
revealed to the checker, thus protecting one’s privacy. 

Taking into consideration that more than 65% of the EU population possesses a 
smartphone, with the corresponding percentage for the US to exceed 68% 
([3],[4]), it is clear that the possible demand for a mobile Driver’s licence app, 
which can also be used for authentication in different kind of services, while 
preserving one’s anonymity, can be very promising. 

 

5.2. Supply side analysis 
 

Regarding the mobile Driver’s Licence possible future suppliers which are 
investing in developing ISO compatible mDL applications, there are currently 
about ten technical companies that are taking active part in ISO 18013-5 tests. 
Our participation in these tests has shown that our results are constantly ranked 
amongst the higher positions of successful test cases, making the Olympus 
solution an industry leader for the mDL use case. 
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It is common that the use of applications, especially on mobile devices, makes 
users replace privacy for free usage. Companies have more and more 
information about citizens and, in most cases, this information is collected 
without their knowledge. Using these applications, the users provide information 
that allows companies to customize how they address them and especially with 
what strategies they have to do it. 

Olympus may be the germ that provides citizens with tools to limit the 
information that both the users provide and companies can retrieve from them 
when using applications. 
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6. USE CASES ANALYSIS  

In this section, this deliverable will focus on the exploitable results that are 
directly related to the application of the use cases that this project covers.  

 
6.1. mDL use case 
 

The mDL is designed to mainly serve the purpose of secure face-to-face 
identification, using an official identity document. This serves as an alternative 
to the physical document and it is another way to verify oneself using just the 
user’s mobile. The mDL app can be used for various purposes, such as age 
verification in a shop or nationality verification when crossing a border. 

Let’s examine the case where a citizen is willing to acquire some age-restricted 
good or service (e.g. a purchase in a liquor store). In order to be able to prove 
that his or her age is above the legal minimum, the citizen should provide the 
merchant some kind of identification. In this case, the merchant is going to learn 
much more information about the citizen than the absolutely needed one, such 
as full name or address. On the contrary, in the mDL use case there is no need 
of disclosing the full data of one’s id. Instead, the citizen, using the mDL 
application, shall provide only the needed information about age, making proof 
that he or she is older or younger than a certain age limit, without effectively 
revealing the date of birth. 

In order to achieve this, the user should first install the mDL Holder app and get 
his/her personal info securely stored in the mobile device. This procedure will 
provide the user with a data structure with the Driver’s License information 
authenticated by the Issuing Authority. When the user needs to prove his/her 
age, a peer-to-peer connection would be established between the user’s device 
and the merchant’s equipment with the mDL Verifier app, in order for the user to 
obtain the access policy. As long as the user gives his/her consent for sharing 
the requested data, an authentication token shall be generated and sent to the 
verifier app. 

The procedure described above can be performed even if the holder and/or the 
verifier are not online and cannot receive the most recent data from the Issuing 
Authority. This can be achieved since the holder app contains all mDL data 
stored in the device and can also provide a proof to the verifier that the sent 
data are authenticated by a commonly trusted IA. 

Being able to be verified in offline mode is very useful not only for the holder, 
but also for the verifier. In the case of a purchase in a liquor shop, it is the 
holder that might not be able to establish an internet connection in order to be 
authenticated via the IA. But there could be scenarios where the verifier is not 
able to establish an internet connection either, i.e. an officer in the suburbs who 
wishes to check a citizen’s id or driver licence. This could be another case 
where mDL applications could be utilized, as described later in section 7.2. 
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6.2. Credit File use case 
 

Nowadays, the process of getting funding for SMEs, self-employed workers or 
natural individuals takes more time than what it would seem to be necessary 
and it requires that the user interested on funding to get to the branch office for 
requesting it.  

This process requires the user to identify himself, grant some signed consents 
to allow access for the entity to the user’s financial data and since the GDPR 
2016/679[5] took effect, they have to be stored by the entity. In case of not 
storing them, the entity will be charged with some major penalties. But the 
consents are not the only documents that the entity must keep: it has to store to 
the required documents as proof of the client’s information. All of that before 
knowing if the user request is going to be accepted or not.  

Since the user has to provide a full identity with all his personal information, 
even the data that is not required for the process, and to present himself 
physically in the branch office, some kind of bias or discrimination can be 
revealed during this process that could be the reason of not granting the funding 
request.  

Self-employed workers are more likely to request funding or to begin high-risk 
operations than natural individuals and with other implications. As an example 
of this, it is safe to say with the data provided by INFORMA[6] for a company 
from the insurance sector that, with almost 13500 funding requests performed 
during 2019, an average of 28% of them were denied because of the lack of 
trust of the users on the right use of the provided data.  

Taking into account all of these motivations it is possible to conclude that a 
change of paradigm is needed. All of this could be solved using an ecosystem 
that allows the process to be online and to only use anonymous information that 
comes from a financial report that contains all the user’s required information.   

That is the aim of this use case by using an oblivious IdM to allow the entity to 
have anonymous but verified access to the required data sources, to decide 
whether to grant the funding or not. With this new scheme, the entity would not 
have to store any personal details of the customers. It consists of an online 
platform where users can create and manage their digital identity and their 
credit file, with information gathered from different institutions, to perform 
funding requests to more than one entity, using only the required information for 
each one. 

It eases the process for customers that do not have to present themselves 
physically and they only provide the minimal amount of information required for 
the entity. And the process is easier for the entities too because, in addition to 
not to store the customers' personal information, the entity’s response is 
performed and provided quickly. 
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Currently, this process is supported by the World Bank’s International 
Committee of Credit Reporting (ICCR) and its focus on making the financial 
inclusion a reality, by its work in some new initiatives for making finance more 
flexible and accessible. 
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7. EXPLOITATION PLANS  

The implemented components and the current use cases, analysed in the 
previous sections of this deliverable, are among the exploitable results that are 
covered by this document. This section will present several alternative business 
models and the first outcomes of the joint exploitation plans focusing on the 
identified assets. 

The elaboration of exploitation plans follows two-side approach. One of them is 
bottom-up with the individual exploitation plans collected from the consortium 
partners and presented as an annex. The other approach is top-down with the 
information presented in this section. 

 

7.1. SWOT analysis 
 

The information presented in this section was collected from the market 
analysis performed in a previous section, from the technical discussions that the 
members of the consortium have had during the different project meetings and 
from the data that comes from the individual questionnaires. 

The results are present in the form of a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, Threats) analysis that covers not only technical features: 

 Strengths 
o Experienced and well-known academic and industrial partners. 
o Eases the process for the users without affecting the level of trust. 
o Decreases the risk of breaking the law with fraudulent activities. 
o Increases user privacy 

 Weaknesses 
o Cost of integration may be too high. 
o Deployment complexity to be analysed. 
o May be dependent on the user device. 
o Companies may object because they do not get direct information 

from the user 
 Opportunities 

o Security knowledge: increased relevance of cybersecurity risks. 
o Market gap: no other solution of the same kind already exists. 
o Open new business domains, product and services. 

 Threats 
o Some initial reluctance over the use of the solution. 
o Some of the regulations that affect the use cases may change, 

depending on the country of implantation. 
o Risk of the applied technology to become obsolete 
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7.2. Business model analysis 
 

The implemented components and the current use cases, analysed in the 
previous sections of this deliverable, are among the exploitable results that are 
covered by this document.  
 
In addition to technical feasibility, in this section we will work on the definition of 
exploitation plans in the business world of Olympus technology, defining future 
exploitation plans for each of the two use cases and the first outcomes of the 
joint exploitation plans focusing on the identified assets. 

 

7.2.1. Business model for the use case of the mDL 
 

In many countries around the world, especially in those without a national ID 
card, the Driving Licence (DL) is the identification document commonly used for 
authenticating individuals. Further to merely ascertaining driving privileges, the 
usage scenarios of DLs include name verification, address checking and age 
proof. 

The ISO 18013 series set the standards for an interoperable international DL, 
including an electronic version in a smartcard form factor (part 3) and the novel 
and much awaited version for mobile devices – part 5 for Mobile Driving Licence 
(mDL). 

The mDL specification ISO 18013-5 has a strong emphasis on security and 
privacy. It is designed to follow the data minimization principle, protecting the 
mDL holder’s privacy, in addition to the integrity and authenticity of the mDL 
data. However, the design solution adopted in the current draft ISO 18013-5 is 
suboptimal, in the sense that it does not scale well as more personal attributes 
are requested and not flexible enough to easily accommodate further biographic 
data elements or intricate use cases such as age proofing of “older than 17 and 
half years?” This is especially the case since multiple Issuing Authorities are 
responsible to define the different personal attributes. 

The Olympus technology improves a step further the privacy protection and 
allows a broader set of use cases with a more flexible and elegant solution. For 
example, age proof can be checked against any arbitrary value required by the 
verifier without ever revealing the birthdate, or nationality can be checked 
against a list of countries, without disclosing it. 

Furthermore, an mDL Issuing Authority (IA) may split the Identity Provider (IdP) 
– required for the online ISO 18013-5 authentication method – into several 
idempotent instances, thus splitting knowledge between them, minimizing the 
impacts of a compromise on n-1 instances and preventing tracking of users in a 
single instance. This is also important for Issuing Authorities that will for the first 
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time provide online identification services and are hesitant moving into online 
services provision. 

Therefore, in the case of the mDL the Olympus technology is mostly targeted to 
Issuing Authorities (i.e. National Competent identification authorities, 
International Organizations, Enterprises etc). Once it is adopted in an mDL, the 
Verifiers become also consumers of the technology, required to be integrated 
into the validation software (for example at POS, checkpoints and online 
services). In this sense, the verification points will be simultaneously an end 
user and customer. 

A Lean Canvas diagram is presented below, describing the purpose and 
characteristic of the explained business model. 

 

Problem 
1) 
  
Compromise of the 
IdP may expose 
personal 
data/profiling. 
Does not scale well 
- more personal 
attributes in mDL 
require additional 
signing by the IA. 
 
 

Solutions 
4) 
 
pABCs can be 
generated 
dynamically to answer 
customized queries of 
verifiers. 
 
N split instances of 
the IdP can be 
deployed. The service 
is resistant to N-1 
compromised 
instances. 
 

Value proposition 
3) 
 
Dynamically 
generated proofs 
with absolute 
minimal disclosure 
and resistance to 
n-1 attacks to IdP 
instances. 

  
Unfair Advantage  
7) 
 
Advanced 
cryptography 
concepts, peer 
reviewed. Competing 
implementations 
require deep 
knowledge of 
cryptography 
fundamentals. 

Customer 
segments 
2) 
 
1st order customers 
are mDL Issuing 
Authorities. 
 
2nd order 
customers are 
“Integrators”: 
ID companies and 
ISVs (ERP and 
POS vendors) and 
integrators of mDL 
applications 
(holder and 
verifier) may also 
be customers as 
they need to 
integrate Olympus 
technology into 
their products 
  
  
  
  
  

  
Key Metrics 
8) 
 
Number of Issuing 
Authorities adopting 
pABCs in the mDL. 
 
Number of verifiers 
making use of pABCs 
in their mDL validation 
processes 

Channels 
5) 
 
Direct contacts with 
Issuing Authorities. 
 
OEM agreements with 
ID companies. 

Cost structure 
9) 
 
For the first phase: standardization (ISO meetings, 
contributions, test events), marketing (collateral, events), 
sales (leads, bidding). 
 
Upon project award: integration and custom 
developments, deployment, training, Support & 
Maintenance 
 

Revenue Streams 
6) 
 
Issuing Authority: project development (one off) and 
yearly support & maintenance contract 
 
Integrators: yearly licensing fee. Optionally development 
services (time & materials) 
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The individual exploitation plans of partners MUL and SCY are further detailed 
on Annexes 10.1.4 and 10.1.6, respectively. 

 

7.2.2. Business model for the credit file use case 
 

There are no automated search services for financing, and if you go in-person 
to the financial institutions, you cannot maintain your privacy when seeking 
financial support, regardless of obtaining or not obtaining the financial loan, the 
aim of the project is to provide this.  

We have identified an implementation of the Olympus architecture for the 
national and regional associations of lawyers, making available to its members 
a new service for seeking financing for debts acquired in the courts, with the 
advantages of security and privacy offered by Olympus framework. 

The applications of the OLYMPUS IdM solution developed during this project 
cover a broad range of possible solutions. The possibilities range from 
guaranteeing the privacy on the use of the provided information when handling 
personal data, to restrict the access to areas for individuals below a certain age. 

There are late payments not associated with financial obligations. Part of this 
delayed payment is generated in judicial resolutions where a creditor, normally 
the one who wins the sentence, and a debtor, the one who loses it. 

The debtor has the option of going to the financial market to finance his debt 
and or can access credit companies in case they do not provide enough 
guarantees. 

There is the possibility of enabling a platform that allows debtors (individuals or 
companies) to access a credit market in order to settle their debts. 

This platform would allow the debtor, without exposing his identity, to provide a 
set of contrasted information by public and private organizations guaranteeing 
the veracity of this economic-financial information (credit file). 

The debtor, signing mandates would allow the platform to access to different 
public and private organizations to collect all the necessary information to be 
presented later to the credit entities. Depending on the type of loan and the 
amount, the information needs could change. The resulting credit file would be 
sent to all the credit entities associated (financial or not) to this platform; and 
each one will know the information, but not the identity, so the organization 
would make its loan offers to the debtor. 

Once the debtor evaluates the offers and accepts one of them, he enters in 
negotiations with the lender. 

A LEAN canvas diagram is presented next to describe in a more detailed way 
the purpose and characteristic of the explained business model: 
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Problem 
1) 
  
Low commercial 
interest in private 
companies 
  
The solution needs 
a minimum of 
active users to 
have commercial 
interest. 
 
Private companies 
prefer to have 
access to their 
customers' 
information 

  
Solutions 
4) 
 
The model allows you 
to easily obtain a 
financial product 
without offering your 
data as a gift 
 
Avoids GDPR 
compliance problems 
for companies 
 
It can be an 
alternative way to get 
customers 

Value proposition 
3) 
 
There is no 
privacy-preserving 
comparator of 
financial products 
in the market 

  
Unfair Advantage  
7) 
 
Companies don't want 
to renounce their 
customers' data 

  
Customer 
segment 
2) 
 
In order to obtain 
an initial 
penetration, we 
have selected the 
associations of 
lawyers, so that 
they can provide 
their associates a 
possibility of 
obtaining financing 
if they lose their 
cases in the 
court. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
Key Metrics 
8) 
 
Number of lawyers' 
associations added 
 
Number of searches 
for financing on the 
platform 
 
Number of financials 
completed on the 
platform 
 
Number of financial 
institutions subscribed 

Channels 
5) 
 

In the first phase, we 
will try to establish 
agreements with the 
lawyers' associations, 
so that they can offer 
it to their associates. 
 
Later, we will evaluate 
the possibility of 
building an Internet 
portal for all citizens. 

  
Cost structure 

9) 
 

For the first phase: Development, infrastructure (Hw, Sw 
licenses), commercial promotion. 
 
For the final approach: New developments for the portal 
and new web infrastructures and advertising online. 
 

  
Revenue Streams 

6) 
 

By the incorporation of lenders to the portal 
 
By the debtor who would pay for the operation 
 
By the credit institution that won the debt financing 
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7.3. Joint exploitation plans 
 

It is a proved fact that successful exploitation of the OLYMPUS framework will 
require the cooperation of all partners, regardless of the type of contributions 
that each one made (knowledge, designs, algorithms, components, services, 
etc.). It will be affected too by the individual interests that each partner of the 
consortium has explained in the annex of this document. 

As mentioned in other sections, the integration of the solution will not be limited 
to only the use cases that this project covers, as it has the required potential to 
be a transversal solution for other business models. 

There are several open issues to address before the commercial launch of the 
solution, as it is the commercial responsibilities of each party, the pricing of 
each component, as well as the percentage revenue split due to each partner 
and the responsibilities to assign in terms of integration or support. The end-
user pricing will take several factors into account that should be defined later in 
the project, as well as the determination of the final license type for the different 
components and its combination. 

It is also possible to make different agreements in case of, as suggested in the 
individual exploitation plans, two or more partners show interest in the further 
commercialization of the use of the developed architecture. To be able of doing 
that, each partner should define license (open source or proprietary), business 
models (provision as a service, license based etc), cost and pricing strategy, 
etc. 

The flexible and modular nature of the OLYMPUS framework architecture 
enables substitution of individual components with others, either off the shelf or 
to be developed for the specific customer, in order to adapt to the current 
regulations in the location of use.  

A short description of each one of the exploitable assets of the project is also 
presented, in order to clarify the use of each one of them in addition to the 
information provided in section 3: 

 

pABC algorithms 
(design) 

Design of the cryptography necessary for the management and 
generation of distributed p-ABC credentials. The theoretical 
basis is contained in the paper "Short Threshold Dynamic Group 
Signatures". 

pABC algorithms 
(impl.) 

Implementation of the cryptography necessary for the 
management and generation of distributed p-ABC credentials. 
The theoretical basis is contained in the paper "Short Threshold 
Dynamic Group Signatures". 

d-pABC Client 
Implementation of the credential management module. It allows 
recomposing, storing and deriving cryptographic evidence on the 
client side.  
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d-pABC Verifier 
Allows verification of cryptographic proofs generated from a d-
pABC credential. It can be deployed as a stand-alone service or 
integrated into others. 

d-pABC Issuer 
Module integrated within the vIdP and which allows the issuance 
of credential shares for the issuance of d-pABC credentials. 

PESTO Crypto 
algorithms 

Design of the cryptographic protocols used in PESTO. The 
theoretical basis is contained in the paper "PESTO: Proactively 
Secure Distributed Single Sign-On, or How to Trust a Hacked 
Server" 

OPRF algorithms 
Design of the Proactively Secure Distributed OPRF component 
of the PESTO framework. 

RSA Algorithms 
Design of the Proactively Secure distributed RSA component of 
the PESTO framework. 

Distributed Token 
Issuer 

Implementation of the distributed RSA signature scheme. The 
implementation also contains code for generating JSON 
assertions, allowing for JWT compatibility. 

Distributed 
Authentication 
module (vIdP) 

Implementation of the distributed authentication mechanism of 
PESTO, ie. oblivious pseudo random function 

Distributed 
Authentication 
module (Client) 

Implementation of the client-side functionality required to perform 
OPRF and recombining shared RSA signatures. The 
recombination of signatures is assuming the signatures are in a 
JWT format. 

Distributed token 
verifier 

Token verification is done using standard JWT verification 
libraries, external to the project. 

Credit File app 
Website and app implementation that Interacts with the d-pABC 
and PESTO modules to manage the user's financial information 
for pseudonymizing and sending it to the entity for its evaluation. 

Mobile Driver 
Licence 

Issuing Authority 

Implementation of the service issuing d-pABC in connection to 
the Mobile Drivers Licence (mDL). 

mDL Holder app 

Implementation of the Holder (client) application connected to the 
mDL Issuing Authority, that contains the holder data and asks for 
authorization token (online scenario) or creates one (offline 
scenario) and delivers it to the mDL Verifier app. 

mDL Verifier app 
Implementation of the Verifier application that checks if the 
delivered token verifies against a certain policy. 

ID Proofing 
Interface 

APIs for integration of 3rd party Service Providers, in support of 
business models, to make use of ID credentials to prove identity 
and assertions about the user.  

 Table 1: Exploitable assets of OLYMPUS 
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Having this in mind, a relation of the exploitable assets of the project is 
presented next along with the ownership of each element: 

 

UMU IBM ALX MUL LOG SCY 

PS - Crypto 
algorithms 

PS - Crypto 
algorithms 

PESTO Crypto 
algorithms 

Mobile Driver 
Licence Issuing 

Authority 
Credit File app mDL Holder 

app 

d-pABC Client PESTO Crypto 
algorithms 

Distributed Token 
Issuer 

ID Proofing 
Interface 

ID Proofing 
Interface 

mDL Verifier 
app 

d-pABC Verifier  
Distributed 

Authentication 
module (vIdP) 

  ID Proofing 
Interface 

d-pABC Issuer  
Distributed 

Authentication 
module (Client) 

   

  Distributed token 
verifier 

   

Table 2: Ownership of OLYMPUS exploitable assets 

 

Once the components and their ownership have been described, the 
preliminary licensing definition is presented next. This definition is an initial one, 
so it could change in the next months of the project: 

 

Exploitable item List of components License 

Functionality for handling d-pACB 
credentials 

p-ABC algorithms (design), p-ABC 
algorithms (impl.), d-pABC Client, d-pABC 

Verifier, d-pABC Issuer 
Opensource 

Functionality for handling distributed 
tokens 

PESTO algorithms, OPRF algorithms, 
RSA algorithms, Distributed Token Issuer, 
Distributed Authentication module (vIdP), 

Distributed Authentication module (Client), 
Distributed token verifier 

Opensource 

Mobile Driver Licence 
Issuing Authority 

Mobile Driver Licence 
Issuing Authority 

Proprietary 

Mobile Driver Licence app mDL Holder app, mDL Verifier app Proprietary 

Credit File app Credit File website 
Credit File app 

Proprietary 

ID Proofing Interface   

 

Table 3: Licensing of OLYMPUS exploitable assets 
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7.3.1. Joint exploitation plans for the mDL use case  
 

The exploitable assets of MUL and SCY resulting from the Olympus project are 
complementary when considering an end-to-end solution for a pABC enabled 
mDL. 

Partner MUL is targeting the server-side components of the technology, while 
SCY is mostly focused on the mobile apps (holder and verifier). 

The two partners may explore jointly opportunities with Issuing Authorities hiring 
capable providers of delivering a high-quality, secure and resilient 
implementation of an mDL. 

Depending on the exact circumstances of the opportunity, functional and non-
functional requirements, sizing, geography, financial model and other criteria, 
the partners may adopt different collaboration models which are deemed more 
appropriate, including, consortium, non-incorporated joint venture, 
subcontracting and teaming with a 3rd party prime contractor. 

 

7.3.2. Joint exploitation plans for the credit file use case 
 

The service could be offered in two possible ways: 

1) As a search portal for financing for any type of user, establishing 
collaborative relationships with the lawyers' associations 

2) And/or as a telematic service offered within the portals of each of the 
associations or interest groups. We detail below how the service will 
work. 

The income would come in three ways… 

 By the incorporation of lenders to the portal. 
 By the debtor who would pay for the operation 
 By the credit institution that won the debt financing. 

 
It is necessary to establish an initial round of contacts with the interested 
stakeholders, to be able to identify which of the options or a combination of 
them, will be the best way to maximize revenues and generalize the use of the 
service. 
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7.4. Organization of future activities and sustainability 
 

OLYMPUS will give the possibility of working in direct cooperation with industrial 
partners and research centres very active on current research activities within 
the eID and security fields and its application to security services. After the 
project ends, the implemented oblivious system is envisaged to be reused and 
extended in additional projects.  

Regarding the short-term actions that should be taken into account, the 
validation of the assumptions raised in this deliverable (SWOT analysis, 
business models, etc) is the one that should be addressed during the life of this 
project. 

A preliminary list of factors that are relevant for OLYMPUS sustainability in the 
future is included here: 

- Taking into account further GDPR privacy challenges  
- Building partnerships with relevant organisations 
- Support of OLYMPUS components after the end of the project  
- Maintenance of other project results  
- Coordination and agreements among partners 
- Actions related to the existing communities of interests  
- Identify a few “first deployment” applications  
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

This document has described the exploitation assets that can be envisioned as 
the outcome of the project as well as a brief explanation of the technological 
context around them. 

The deliverable has provided stakeholders and market analysis, performing a 
target audience study that allows having a better understanding of the 
commercial relevance of a solution of this kind. 

The document has focused also on the use cases analysis from a commercial 
perspective, as well as the other future business model that can be expected 
after releasing the OLYMPUS architecture. 

Finally, the deliverable has explained the exploitation plans of the project from 
both individual and joint perspectives. 
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10. ANNEXES 

10.1. Annex 1: Individual exploitation plan questionnaire 
 

10.1.1. Individual Exploitation Plan of the University of 
Murcia 

 

 QUESTIONS 

P
R

O
F

IL
E

 A
N

D
 M

O
T

IV
A

T
IO

N
 

1. Partner profile: brief introduction about your organization, explaining your 
background (technical or business) and what is your field of operation. 
 
The University of Murcia is a big-sized University with approximately 36.000 students 
and 3.500 staff members. For the Faculty of Informatics, the ANTS research group 
will participate in this project. The ANTS group is a subdivision of the Intelligent 
Systems Group, from the Department of Communications and Information 
Engineering with experience in security in network infrastructure. UMU has a deep 
knowledge in security services, identity management, access control, domotics, 
inhome networking and smartcards developments. Indeed, UMU has been 
collaborating in different national and international research projects and establishing 
collaborations with important international research institutions. 

 
2. Your motivation to participate in the project and commitment:  why did you join 

consortium and your role in the project. 
 
The research group already has extensive expertise on: 

• Procedures for management of multiple IdPs and attribute providers.  
• Technological components covering minimal disclosure solutions and user 

authentication with claims-based identity management.  
• Federated IdM systems (SSO, IDaaS) and Authentication and Authorization 

procedures and possible synergies with solutions like Stork2.0 
• Anonymous Credentials Systems, Privacy-enhancing technologies.  
• Security in network architecture, IdM, management of cyber security incidents, 

applicability of policies and mechanisms to prevent incidents. 
• Legal aspects of privacy-preservation, GDPR, user sovereignty  

 
In that sense the group it is interested on implementing Oblivious distributed privacy-
preserving solutions, helping validating these technologies and addressing legal 
aspects on privacy-preservation. 

 
3. Means to achieve your objectives: show that you have necessary background 

(resources, dedicated department or working group, infrastructure). 
 
As previous indicated the knowledge of the research team perfectly fits OLYMPUS 
objectives. Also the team has a significant infrastructure in the lab to support the 
research activity in special the Infrastructure for the project GAIA: Computing 
laboratory, networking facilities with network deployment capable to simulate a global 
backbone network of an ISP and Service provider, together with 22 rack-mounted 
servers prepared to build a grid configuration for simulations and networking 
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evaluations and a testbed for eID.  
 
The research group has wide background to conduct this kind of research activities in 
privacy-preservation and identity management. In this regard, it is worth highlighting 
previous participation in European projects related to IdM and privacy, such as FP7 
SEMIRAMIS, FP7 Sociotal, H2020 Aries. In addition, the research group has expert 
personal including Profesor Dr. Antonio Skarmeta and Dr. Jorge Bernal, which have 
broad experience in privacy-preservation, published research articles in the field such 
as: 
 
-Jorge Bernal Bernabe, Jose L. Canovas, Jose L. Hernandez-Ramos, Rafael Torres 
Moreno and A. Skarmeta, “Privacy-preserving solutions for Blockchain: review 
and challenges,” in IEEE Access, Vol 7, Issue 1, pages 164908-164940. December 
2019. JCR Impact Factor 4.09. 
 
-Jorge Bernal Bernabe, Martin David, Rafael Torres Moreno, Javier Presa Cordero, 
Sébastien Bahloul, Antonio Skarmeta, ARIES: Evaluation of a reliable and 
privacy-preserving European identity management framework, Future 
Generation Computer Systems, 2019, ISSN 0167-739X. JCR Impact Factor 5.76 DOI  
 
-Jorge Bernal Bernabe, Jose L. Hernandez-Ramos, and Antonio F. Skarmeta 
Gomez, “Holistic Privacy-Preserving Identity Management System for the 
Internet of Things”, Mobile Information Systems, vol. 2017, Article ID 6384186, 20 
pages, 2017. JCR Impact Factor: 1.63 DOI 
 
-José L. Hernández-Ramos, Jorge Bernal Bernabé, M. Victoria Moreno, Antonio F. 
Skarmeta “Preserving Smart Objects Privacy through Anonymous and 
Accountable Access Control for a M2M-Enabled Internet of Things”. Sensors, pp 
15611-15639, July 2015. JCR Impact Factor: 2.24 

 
4. Opportunity which appeared/appears: your participation is the result of the real 

need of your customers (for industrial partners) or internal needs (for user partners).  
For academic partner mention if OLYMPUS is in line with other projects 
(continuation) and reuse of know-how. Are there any other opportunities in the 
pipeline when project finished? 
 
OLYMPUS will give the possibility of working in direct cooperation with industrial 
partners and research centers very active on current research activities within the eID 
and security fields and its application to security services. This experience will help 
UMU to make its position stronger in the research community and create 
competencies for transfer of knowledge to industrial partners and SMEs. This also 
could be transferred to the spin-off Odin Solutions www.odins.es that it is focused on 
IoT and Intelligent Infrastructure and that it is interested on the application of security 
solution and cybersecurity aspects, making IoT scenarios more privacy-preserving. 
 
Additionally, UMU will have the opportunity to incorporate new teaching material in 
master courses on security in our Faculty, coming from the knowledge being 
acquired by the project development. This will also serve to the consecution of 
Master and PhD thesis related to this field of research and also help in creating new 
employment possibilities for students. 
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5. Exploitable assets and results: Describe what assets (whether this involves 

specific components, tools, knowledge, methodologies, skills, etc.) 
 
The University of Murcia as a research institution is mostly focused on the developing 
of new techniques and solutions and its possible transfer of knowledge. The results 
of OLYMPUS will help to improve the knowledge and expertise of this research group 
on privacy-preservation, identity management, security and access control 
technologies. In that sense publications of high quality project results in International 
peer reviewed Journals, Magazines and book chapters: Submission and publication 
of the technological concepts and results achieved by the work to be carried on, in 
selected internationally acknowledged Journals and Magazines as well as special 
issues related to privacy-preservation and Identity Management areas. 
 
UMU is very active on the productivity of the research done, and the impact at 
international level, through the generation of technology knowledge transferred to 
industry. In that sense and focusing on the privacy preserving technologies. 
 
• Implementation of distributed Privacy-preserving ABC system. 

o UMU developing the distributed privacy-preserving Attribute Based Credentials 
(p-ABC) crypto-library, based on threshold dynamic group signatures defined 
by IBM [1], that in turn, rely on PS signatures, allowing to distribute the role of 
the Issuer among several issuers. 

 
[1] Camenisch, J.; Drijvers, M.; Lehmann, A.; Neven, G.; Towa, P. Short 
Threshold Dynamic Group Signatures. Cryptology ePrint Archive, Report 
2020/016, 2020.  https://eprint.iacr.o 

 
o In addition to the crypto-library, UMU will implement the distributed privacy-

preserving system to ensure privacy-preservation in digital transactions. This 
implementation includes both, the client side (acting as the holder or recipient 
of the credential), the virtual IdP in charge of managing the distributed 
issuance of p-ABC credentials. The client receives from each IdP a credential 
fragment that the client can combine to come up with a complete p-ACB 
credential and kept it securely protected in the mobile. Later on, the 
client/holder can act as prover (using unlinkable Zero knowledge proofs) of 
attributes included in the credentials, ensuring data minimization and selective 
disclosure. UMU will also implement the Verifier Service in charge of 
validating the privacy-preserving token. Achieving unlikability against both IdP 
and SPs.  

 
o In addition to the cryptography implementation, UMU will define the interfaces, 

data models and credentials formats for the system, e.g. by relying on W3C 
Verifiable credentials. 

 
6. Rationale: Explanation of why are you interested on those assets (the added-value 

they provide), how do you plan to exploit them (academically or industrially: e.g. 
provide as commercial solution, certification services, standardization, consultancy, 
further R&D, positioning) 
 
For the publications and research dissemination, UMU is interested in contributing to 
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the new researcher’s development and the collaboration with Master and PhD theses 
within the project lifetime and beyond. 
 
In the case of the assets on distributed Privacy-preserving ABC issuance and 
Proving the main objective is to be able to have a SDK solution that can be integrated 
on existing systems, application and services and could be offered as a plugin 
component to extend the privacy-preserving capabilities, including unlikability, data 
minimization, selective disclosure, user-control. 
 

7. Your Value Proposition towards Joint Exploitation of OLYMPUS:  what do you 
expect from project partners, what benefits will you deliver to the rest, what 
components/interest do you share with other partners.  
 
UMU exploitable assets implemented by UMU and defined above, including the 
crypto-library of distributed p-ABC, the user-side libraries (recipient, prover), and 
services (vIdP Issuer, token Verifier) will be available for the rest of the partners of 
the consortium. The software is expected to be released as open source, using 
licenses such as Apache license, guarantying the UMU authorship. 
 
Likewise, UMU expects that the rest of the partners in the OLYMPUS consortium will 
release and deliver the software implemented in the scope of OLYMPUS project. 
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8. Roadmap: the timeline plan you have for using those assets: (what, where, to 
who, e.g. meeting with board to present them in 6 months, inclusion in your portfolio 
etc.). Provide concrete actions for months M22-M30 and maybe for after the project 
 
UMU has provided within the project lifetime and now the intention is to exploit the 
results in the following context:  
 
• UMU plans to have a first version of the implementation of the distributed privacy-

ABC crypto-library by M18.  
 

• A first version of the UMU asset related to the Identity Management system 
implementation (including client-side (recipient/prover), and services (vIDP issuer 
and verifier) is expected to be ready by M22 
 

• A second version of the Identity Management system implementation is expected 
to by M30 
 

• After the project ends, the implemented oblivious system is envisaged to the 
reused and extended in additional projects. In particular, it is expected that the 
result can be incorporated in CS4EU adapted to be integrated in distributed 
ledgers. 
 

• Next 12 month the objective it is create synergy with other partners and integrate 
these components as part of other eID solutions. 
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9. Measurement: how do you plan to measure impact of planned actions for the last 
year of the project 
 
UMU is expected to disseminate, integrate and evolve the OLYMPUS results in 
additional H2020 projects. In particular at least in H2020 CyberSec4Europe in which 
UMU is involved as work package leader. Namely, it is expected to integrate UMU’s 
OLYMPUS assets, into two different pilots being demonstrated in CyberSec4Europe, 
one for IoT scenarios and another for academic domain. 
 
At least 1 Master and 1 PhD thesis is being supervised which are directly focused on 
OLYMPUS. An additional PhD thesis related to OLYMPUS research topics is 
expected to start at the end of 2020. 
 
The UMU assets derived from Olympus project are expected to be integrated in the 
blockchain Hyperledger Indy, one of the most important ledgers, specialized in 
Identity management. 
 

10. Positioning: if you can provide any comparison to competitors or alternatives to your 
asset or market figures as a reference point it would be more than appreciated 
 
UMU, based on its expertise, it is leading the WP3 on “Blueprint Design and 
Common Research” on the H2020 CyberSec4Europe project, what demonstrated its 
leading position on the EU Cybersecurity context of research institutions.  
 
The UMU’s Olympus asset will be the first of its kind when it comes to distributed 
privacy-preservation using p-ABC and threshold cryptography. Therefore, it is 
expected that the asset will reach high impact in the industry. For instance, in 
verticals with strong demands on privacy preservation, such as, Healthcare domain 
or the IoT industry (e.g. supply chain). 
 

 

 Others, all not covered with questions above, but relevant for OLYMPUS 
partnerships (e.g. type of agreement you would expect with other partners, 
business model or revenue sharing frameworks you propose etc). 
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10.1.2. Individual Exploitation Plan of the Alexandra 
Institute 
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1. Partner profile: brief introduction about your organization, explaining your 
background (technical or business) and what is your field of operation. 
 
ALX is a non-profit research institute, working broadly within the IT field. It covers 
areas such as security, visual computing, health IT, machine learning and business 
development. The company employs a mix of computer scientists and 
anthropologists. The company participates in research projects, offers software 
development service as well as consultancy services. 
 

2. Your motivation to participate in the project and commitment:  why did you join 
consortium and your role in the project 
 
ALX joined the OLYMPUS in order to expand our knowledge on (new) identity related 
technology and is one of the research partners in the project. 

 
3. Means to achieve your objectives: show that you have necessary background 

(resources, dedicated department or working group, infrastructure). 
 
The ALX security team involved in the project consists of 4 computer scientists, with 
the possibility to quickly add an additional 4 computers scientists, all with 
specialization within cryptography and security. In addition to these resources, ALX 
also has a number of anthropologists involved in the human centric parts of the 
project. 

 
4. Opportunity which appeared/appears: your participation is the result of the real 

need of your customers (for industrial partners) or internal needs (for user 
partners).  For academic partner mention if OLYMPUS is in line with other projects 
(continuation) and reuse of know-how. Are there any other opportunities in the 
pipeline when project finished? 
 
ALX has previously been involved in the ABC4Trust project as well as the Trust in 
digital life projects. Both of these involved the use of Idemix and the privacy 
preserving attribute based credentials, which are an important part of the project. In 
addition to this, the ALX portfolio also includes a number of cryptography and 
multiparty computation projects, which also play a part in the OLYMPUS project.  
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 5. Exploitable assets and results: Describe what assets (whether this involves 
specific components, tools, knowledge, methodologies, skills, etc.) 
 
ALX aim to utilize the knowlege gained in the project. Both the broad knowledge on 
IdM technology as a whole, but also the specific knowledge related to distributed 
authentication, p-ABC and other niche technologies used in the project. In addition to 
this, ALX also plan to use the software components developed in the OLYMPUS 
project in other research and commercial projects. 
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6. Rationale: Explanation of why are you interested on those assets (the added-value 
they provide), how do you plan to exploit them (academically or industrially: e.g. 
provide as commercial solution, certification services, standardization, consultancy, 
further R&D, positioning) 
 
A core service provided by ALX, is consultancy regarding state of the art technology, 
hence the knowledge obtained in the project will be used in consultancy services in 
this field. ALX also offers software development and solution design, in which we 
hope to be able to utilize the software components developed in the project. 

 
7. Your Value Proposition towards Joint Exploitation of OLYMPUS:  what do you 

expect from project partners, what benefits will you deliver to the rest, what 
components/interest do you share with other partners. 
 
ALX expect the business partners to define the industry needs regarding IdM 
technology. We expect the discussions with the academic partners to result in 
solutions useable by the industry. 
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8. Roadmap: the timeline plan you have for using those assets: (what, where, to 
who, e.g. meeting with board to present them in 6 months, inclusion in your portfolio 
etc.). Provide concrete actions for months M22-M30 and maybe for after the project 
 
ALX already offer consultancy services regarding IdM solutions. The results from 
OLYMPUS will be included these services as the need arise, ie. partial results have 
already been used in one commercial project in M17. Once mature software 
components have been developed in the project, these are planned to be included in 
the ALX solution portfolio. 

 
9. Measurement: how do you plan to measure impact of planned actions for the last 

year of the project 
 
This has not yet been planned internally in ALX. 

 
10. Positioning: if you can provide any comparison to competitors or alternatives to your 

asset or market figures as a reference point it would be more than appreciated 
 
 

 Others, all not covered with questions above, but relevant for OLYMPUS 
partnerships (e.g. type of agreement you would expect with other partners, 
business model or revenue sharing frameworks you propose etc). 
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10.1.3. Individual Exploitation Plan of IBM  
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1. Partner profile: brief introduction about your organization, explaining your 
background (technical or business) and what is your field of operation.  
 
IBM operates one of the world’s broadest enterprise security research, development 
and delivery organizations and includes nine security operations centres, 12 IBM 
Research centres, 14 software security development labs and the IBM Institute for 
Advanced Security with chapters in the United States, Europe and the Asia Pacific 
region. IBM is one of the world's largest providers of ICT services, middleware, and 
computing infrastructure. IBM is also one of the largest suppliers of enterprise cloud 
services in the market today. 
 

2. Your motivation to participate in the project and commitment:  why did you join 
consortium and your role in the project.  
 
IBM joined the project to design new privacy respectful identification techniques and 
architectural approaches, compatible with current IT infrastructures. 
 

3. Means to achieve your objectives: show that you have necessary background 
(resources, dedicated department or working group, infrastructure). 
 
The IBM team involved in the project (located in the Zurich Research Lab) is 
composed of experts in cryptographic systems design (mathematicians and 
computer scientists). The team is part of a larger group with extensive expertise, 
knowledge and renowned international reputation in cryptography, security and 
privacy. 
 

4. Opportunity which appeared/appears: your participation is the result of the real 
need of your customers (for industrial partners) or internal needs (for user partners).  
For academic partner mention if OLYMPUS is in line with other projects 
(continuation) and reuse of know-how. Are there any other opportunities in the 
pipeline when project finished?  
 
The problem being addressed by the project is of known relevance in the IT sector. 
Academically, IBM has been involved in the past in projects dealing with similar 
privacy constraints (such as ABC4Trust). Being a hot topic, it is likely that the 
outcomes of this project can be reused to build privacy respectful systems. 
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 5. Exploitable assets and results: Describe what assets (whether this involves 
specific components, tools, knowledge, methodologies, skills, etc.) 
 
The direct assets of this project for IBM will be in the shape of knowledge in the field 
of privacy respectful identity management in current IT infrastructure. This could be 
exploited in two ways: as foundation for enhanced/variant systems; and as core 
building blocks for commercial products based on customers’ needs. 
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6. Rationale: Explanation of why are you interested on those assets (the added-value 
they provide), how do you plan to exploit them (academically or industrially: e.g. 
provide as commercial solution, certification services, standardization, consultancy, 
further R&D, positioning) 
 
Academic assets (papers and know-how) serve to keep IBM at the forefront in the 
field, maintaining its reputation and as a basis for further research. Being a major 
industry actor, exploiting these results to build general products or solutions tailored 
to our clients’ needs is foreseeable. To exploit this, we may show prototypes and/or 
proofs of concept to our clients and/or other divisions within IBM.  
  

7. Your Value Proposition towards Joint Exploitation of OLYMPUS:  what do you 
expect from project partners, what benefits will you deliver to the rest, what 
components/interest do you share with other partners.  
 
From industry partners, we can get insight into business needs or limitations on 
related technologies. We also expect that discussions and collaboration with 
academic partners may help us getting broader knowledge resulting in better 
solutions. On our side, we provide technical expertise to the consortium partners. 
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8. Roadmap: the timeline plan you have for using those assets: (what, where, to 
who, e.g. meeting with board to present them in 6 months, inclusion in your portfolio 
etc.). Provide concrete actions for months M22-M30 and maybe for after the project 
 

Planned Submissions 2020: 
o OpenIDconnect compatibility of the OLYMPUS Distributed SSO solution 
o Enhanced privacy of OLYMPUS 

 
Outlook 2021-222: 

o Research on enhancing usability of password-based authentication 
o Research on how the cryptographic solution developed within OLYMPUS 

can be exploited for other use cases besides SSO 
o Improvement of the cryptographic building blocks used within the 

OLYMPUS system 
 

We may present designs and/or prototypes to internal IBM divisions, such as: the 
Security division, the Analytics division, the Cloud division, the Global Business 
solution division or the System Hardware division; and, possibly, to clients visiting our 
client centers. 
  

9. Measurement: how do you plan to measure impact of planned actions for the last 
year of the project 
 
Via number of published papers and quality of the venues, and by number of 
interactions with internal IBM divisions and client visits whereby the target audience 
shows interest. 
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10. Positioning: if you can provide any comparison to competitors or alternatives to your 
asset or market figures as a reference point it would be more than appreciated 
 
Currently deployed identity management tools are not privacy-respectful by default. 
While academic alternatives are being defined at present with higher privacy 
assurances, they are not typically compatible with deployed IT infrastructures or 
current standards. We aim at providing both, with fundamental the addition of formal 
demonstrations of the security of the proposal.   

 

 Others, all not covered with questions above, but relevant for OLYMPUS 
partnerships (e.g. type of agreement you would expect with other partners, 
business model or revenue sharing frameworks you propose etc). 
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10.1.4. Individual Exploitation Plan of Scytáles 
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1. Partner profile: brief introduction about your organization, explaining your 
background (technical or business) and what is your field of operation.  

 
Scytáles is an IT security company in the area of Identity of Things. The company is 
breaking new ground by offering and being a leader in cloud-based software 
publishing for handheld and hardware devices, as well as back-end systems, for the 
digitalization (virtualization) of "Security Printed Documents", which is an alternative 
to today's travel documents, credentials and other identification and validation 
products both on the governmental and enterprise area. Furthermore, Scytáles offers 
cloud-based software for authentication, tracking, and connectivity of / between 
physical objects.  
 

2. Your motivation to participate in the project and commitment:  why did you join 
consortium and your role in the project.  

 
Scytáles designs for the future of the identity of things and mobile freedom with 
secure identities, to provide strong identification and verification capabilities. The 
development of a working mobile solution tested for real life use cases is the reason 
Scytáles joined this consortium, in order to provide EU with a novel and effective 
solution for mobile Identification over strong encryption environment. 
Scytáles, with its expertise in managing and integrating secure identities on mobile 
devices and IoT for individuals and objects, will provide security for the end-user and 
interoperability towards the OLYMPUS backend systems. Scytáles will focus on use-
cases using mobile devices that will allow seamless and secure Identification and use 
both internal stakeholders and EU & international customers to define the 
requirements and exploit the developed solutions in its product. In OLYMPUS, 
Scytáles will apply its knowledge on securing the mobile environment that will allow 
the oblivious identity to perform its best. 

 
3. Means to achieve your objectives: show that you have necessary background 

(resources, dedicated department or working group, infrastructure). 
 

Scytáles’ founders and key members of the company have a long experience and 
well-respected track record in the industry, as well as an extensive network of key 
players and legislators in 60 countries around the world. The company employees 
provide deep and unique skills in the field, a few of them with PhD. Scytáles’ founders 
and members have long and strong background on PKI infrastructure, security and 
mobile solutions. Scytáles has been working for several years with securing trusted 
tags, securing the identity of objects, delivering secure cloud eco-systems and 
delivering mobile IDs. 
Scytáles mobile ID solutions are multi-platform (mobile client Android/IOS/PC) and 
multi-channel using NFC and Bluetooth channels to deliver encrypted ID information 
for identification and verification. Scytáles technology is enabled ready with the 
recognized International Civil Aviation Organization standards and directives (ICAO 
9303) but as well with the European Electronic Signature Law (1999/93/EC) and 
superseded regulations and directives (eIDAS, CEN Workshop Agreements).  
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4. Opportunity which appeared/appears: your participation is the result of the real 
need of your customers (for industrial partners) or internal needs (for user partners).  
For academic partner mention if OLYMPUS is in line with other projects 
(continuation) and reuse of know-how. Are there any other opportunities in the 
pipeline when project finished?  

 
Scytáles expects that the technologies developed in OLYMPUS will significantly 
improve its products and its customer base. Scytáles expects the solution to increase 
the value of existing mobile services and mobile product functionalities and contribute 
to new business domains, products and services. Furthermore, Scytáles’ experts will 
contribute with their new knowledge in the research for the development of the new 
mobile Driver’s License and ID international standard and specification of the 
respective ISO working group for the 18013 part 5 standard.  
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5. Exploitable assets and results: Describe what assets (whether this involves 
specific components, tools, knowledge, methodologies, skills, etc.) 

 
- Experimenting with and measuring the advantages in privacy, using mobile IDs in 
new cryptographic approaches. 
- Have an end-to-end demonstrable solution to showcase the proposed approach 
using mobiles in international journals, conferences, workshops and technical forums. 
- Incorporate the knowledge into electronic ID standards (i.e. eIDAS, ISO 18013-5, 
etc). 
- Develop a mobile environment holistic approach ready to be widely adopted, using 
current smartphone technologies available. 
- Integrate products and services with the consortium partners. 
 

6. Rationale: Explanation of why are you interested on those assets (the added-value 
they provide), how do you plan to exploit them (academically or industrially: e.g. 
provide as commercial solution, certification services, standardization, consultancy, 
further R&D, positioning) 

 
- Scytáles members have close collaboration to the industrial consortium of secure 
document alliance (SDA) and OLYMPUS results will be demonstrated to other 
members, to jointly promote wide adoption.  
- Scytáles members participate in the technical subgroup of Article 6 committee in the 
European Commission for the standards of EU travel documents such as VISA and 
Residence Permit and will offer communication of the outcomes of the project. 
- Scytáles members participate in the European Union (EU) Mobile identification 
interoperability group (e-Mobidig) now part of ENLETS - the European Network of 
Law Enforcement Technology Services with main goal to operationally strengthen 
Security Forces (Police) and to promote the use of modern Technology and 
Development.  
- Scytáles members participate in the technology group of the Intergovernmental 
Consultations forum that exchange information and policy debate on issues of 
relevance to the management of international migratory flows especially with focus to 
identification on migration asylum and refugees and will offer communication of the 
outcomes of the project.  
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7. Your Value Proposition towards Joint Exploitation of OLYMPUS:  what do you 
expect from project partners, what benefits will you deliver to the rest, what 
components/interest do you share with other partners.  

 
Scytáles expects from the other project partners to use their communication channels 
for dissemination and exploitation of the implemented software. Scytáles will focus on 
use-cases using mobile devices that will allow seamless and secure Identification 
and use both internal stakeholders and EU & international customers to exploit the 
developed solutions in its products. Scytáles in collaboration with Multicert engineers 
intend to demonstrate the results of the project and submit a draft contribution for 
incorporation in the forthcoming ISO 18013-5, a technical specification for mobile 
Drivers’ Licence (mDL).  
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8. Roadmap: the timeline plan you have for using those assets: (what, where, to 
who, e.g. meeting with board to present them in 6 months, inclusion in your portfolio 
etc.). Provide concrete actions for months M22-M30 and maybe for after the project 
 
Currently, the draft’s state for ISO 18013-5 is stable and it is planned for final 
publication in Q4.2020 or early in 2021. The ISO 18013-5 will continue to evolve in 
the day 2 version and we will support a contribution to the ISO working group of the 
Olympus mDL use case in order to promote possible integration in a next version oft 
he standard. 

 
9. Measurement: how do you plan to measure impact of planned actions for the last 

year of the project 
 
For ISO 18013-5 the extensible lifecycle is more than 2-3 years, exceeding the 
timeplan of the Olympus project and as such, the mDL solution cannot be put on the 
market before the end of the project. Nevertheless, Scytáles can measure the impact 
of the planned actions after showing a demonstration of the mDL use case in the ISO 
working group meeting and by working on the integration of Olympus technology into 
the ISO 18013-5 standard. 
 

10. Positioning: if you can provide any comparison to competitors or alternatives to your 
asset or market figures as a reference point it would be more than appreciated 
 
Scytáles is planning to become one of the top 3 technology specialists for mDL 
compatible to ISO 18013-5 standard technology and solution provider. We believe 
that our contribution in the Olympus project shall provide us the assets to become an 
industry leader in the new mDL technology. 

 
 

 Others, all not covered with questions above, but relevant for OLYMPUS 
partnerships (e.g. type of agreement you would expect with other partners, 
business model or revenue sharing frameworks you propose etc). 
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10.1.5. Individual Exploitation Plan of Logalty 
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11. Partner profile: brief introduction about your organization, explaining your 
background (technical or business) and what is your field of operation. 
 
Logalty acts as Third Party Interposed in online transactions in order to guarantee 
safe and unalterable transactions and with probative force. 
Logalty guarantees the content integrity of all transactions, it keeps its confidentiality 
by encoding all information exchanges, gives faith of the date and time using time 
stamping with the guarantee of a well-known certification service provider, signs 
electronically all life cycle milestones of each transaction and enables to create 
evidence of the delivery from the sender to an addressee, therefore avoiding 
repudiation at destination. 
Besides, Logalty neutrally guarantees integrity through depositing into the notary all 
transactions content (ratifying these have not been altered after they have been 
issued) and the evidence durability, due to its content custody, including all registers 
related to each transaction life cycle, for a minimum of 5 years, extendable. 
 

12. Your motivation to participate in the project and commitment:  why did you join 
consortium and your role in the project. 
 
One of Logalty's lines of action is identity and identification. In all Logalty operations, 
there are always at least two parties (the company and its customer, the company 
and its employee, the company and its supplier, etc) that are within the B2B or B2C. 
When these parties are not present to sign contracts, send notifications, etc, it is 
essential to have as strong an identity as possible. The role of Logalty in the project 
is to provide a viable use case of direct application in one of the sectors where we 
work. 
 

13. Means to achieve your objectives: show that you have necessary background 
(resources, dedicated department or working group, infrastructure). 
 
We have the eIDAS certification to provide qualified services of eSIGNATURE, 
eSEAL, eCUSTODY, eTIME & STAMP, eDELIVERY and eIDENTIFICATION. 
 
We have dedicated to Olympus project: 

 1 Project Director 
 1 Project Manager 
 2 Senior Programmers  

 
And our technology infrastructure: 
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14. Opportunity which appeared/appears: your participation is the result of the real 
need of your customers (for industrial partners) or internal needs (for user partners).  
For academic partner mention if OLYMPUS is in line with other projects 
(continuation) and reuse of know-how. Are there any other opportunities in the 
pipeline when project finished? 

 
Logalty customers will make use of the Olympus framework to improve the security 
and privacy of their transactions, hiding their sensitive information in their operations 
with us, making it easier and safer to work with Logalty. 
New opportunities are currently being evaluated for the development of new products 
designed to improve the privacy of final customers of the banking sector, increasing 
the business activity of financial institutions. 
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15. Exploitable assets and results: Describe what assets (whether this involves 
specific components, tools, knowledge, methodologies, skills, etc.) 

 
- Use of Olympus technology oriented to privacy and security of European citizens. 
- The opportunity to collaborate with other European companies, creating synergies 

at European level and therefore expanding business opportunities outside the 
national territory. 

- Acquiring real knowledge of technologies that allow interoperability between 
different companies within the European framework of services. 
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16. Rationale: Explanation of why are you interested on those assets (the added-value 
they provide), how do you plan to exploit them (academically or industrially: e.g. 
provide as commercial solution, certification services, standardization, consultancy, 
further R&D, positioning) 
 
Currently, we have the eIDAS qualification to grant us the capacity to issue qualified 
certificates in the cloud. Along with this technology, Logalty’s customers will make 
use of their identity without needing to display their sensitive information in the 
operations with us, making easier and safer work with Logalty. 
 
Since the number of operations that can now be carried out in Logalty is very high, 
the number of people identified can be significant, contributing not only to the 
Spanish market but also to a significant number of identities with flexible credentials 
in Europe. 
 

17. Your Value Proposition towards Joint Exploitation of OLYMPUS:  what do you 
expect from project partners, what benefits will you deliver to the rest, what 
components/interest do you share with other partners.  

 
The objective is to establish relations of mutual collaboration between partners, which 
help us to develop new initiatives or improve the existing ones at European level. 
These relationships are of special interest in highly specialized and technically 
advanced areas, offering our company strengths to our partners and receiving theirs. 
In addition to the knowledge acquired and the possibility of use of the Olympus 
infrastructure focused on privacy and security 
Logalty offers the rest of the partners its knowledge of the financial sector, providing 
to the consortium the adaptation of the theoretical model to a service of commercial 
interest. 
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18. Roadmap: the timeline plan you have for using those assets: (what, where, to 
who, e.g. meeting with board to present them in 6 months, inclusion in your portfolio 
etc.). Provide concrete actions for months M22-M30 and maybe for after the project 

 
During the project development phase, we will create a test environment where our 
potential clients can see and analyze the potential of the service we want to provide. 
Once the project has been completed, we will begin to provide service to the first 
entity in Spain, CESCE. Then, and as a pilot project with CESCE, we will start inviting 
financial and insurance entities to join the project. 
 

19. Measurement: how do you plan to measure impact of planned actions for the last 
year of the project 

 
- Increasing the number of Logalty customers in these technologies. 
- Increasing the number of digital certificates issued by our certification authority. 
- Analyzing the interest shown by potential customers in the banking sector, and 

also in other sectors where the project could be useful to them. 
- Identifying new products or services to be offered in the market, related to these 

technologies. 
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20. Positioning: if you can provide any comparison to competitors or alternatives to your 
asset or market figures as a reference point it would be more than appreciated 

 
Logalty’s solution will be the first of its kind in the market and the company will 
become a pioneer in its field. Our contribution in the Olympus project will have a high 
impact on the sector where we are already very well positioned.  
 

 

 Others, all not covered with questions above, but relevant for OLYMPUS 
partnerships (e.g. type of agreement you would expect with other partners, 
business model or revenue sharing frameworks you propose etc.). 
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10.1.6. Individual Exploitation Plan of Multicert 
 

 QUESTIONS 
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1. Partner profile: brief introduction about your organization, explaining your 
background (technical or business) and what is your field of operation.  
 
Multicert is a Trusted Service Provider (TSP) operating a Certification Authority fully 
compliant with eIDAS and listed in the EU Trusted List. All PKI components are 
exclusive technology developed by Multicert. 
 
Besides running its own PKI, Multicert deploys critical large- scale multi-level turnkey 
PKI Systems for Governments and Corporations. The company's expertise lies in its 
larger projects/solutions, such as eID for Portugal and Cape Verde, ePassport for 
Portugal, Hong Kong, Thailand, Greece (eResidence Permit), Peru, Tajikistan, Cape 
Verde, East Timor and São Tomé and Principe. Overall, more than 6 million 
certificates are issued yearly within all PKIs deployed by MULTICERT to date. 
 
Multicert is active on the standardization of the mobile Driver Licence (mDL) specified 
in ISO 18013-5, mainly responsible for specification of the trust model and 
interoperable certificate profiles. 
 

2. Your motivation to participate in the project and commitment:  why did you join 
consortium and your role in the project.  
 
Multicert envisions that extending current electronic ID document standards with 
privacy Anonymous Based Credentials is the best approach to solve many of these 
concerns. Having a working demonstrable solution is the best way to prove not only 
the fulfillment of the security and privacy requirements, but more importantly the 
usability, maturity of technology and reasonability of the investment. 
 
Multicert is engaged in Olympus to: 

a. Describe daily-life use cases of electronic ID documents where privacy is at 
risk, analyse available state-of-the art solutions alternative/complementary to 
Anonymous Credentials and set evaluation criteria for the solution to be 
developed in OLYMPUS. 

b. Extend and deploy a full-blown PKI to provide all the certificates and validation 
services to the OLYMPUS applications.  

c. Extend the Document Signer to be compliant with ISO 18013-5 (International 
Drivers’ Licence) 

d. Extend the Document Signer to integrate with d-pABC credential 
e. Demonstrate the use of d-pABC within a ID document 
f. Evaluate the solution against the criteria set before 
g. Demonstrate the solution to customers and industry partners 
h. Regularly attending mDL’s ISO 18013-5 standardization meetings and 

participate as an active contributor 
i. Draft contribution of the technical solution to be incorporated into ISO 18013-5 
j. Promote communication and dissemination of Olympus results 
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3. Means to achieve your objectives: show that you have necessary background 
(resources, dedicated department or working group, infrastructure). 
 
Multicert is using the following resources to achieve its objectives: 
 

 team of experienced PKI engineers, with knowledge in applied cryptography 
and experience in development of PKI components and installation and 
operation of large-scale systems supporting electronic ID documents 

 catalog of wholly owned and in-house developed PKI components and 
security solutions 

 infrastructure of PKI software and hardware components, including HSMs and 
systems deployed in secure Trust Data Centre 

 network of strategic relations with customers, industry partners and academia 
 participation as active contribution in the ISO 18013-5 standardization working 

group 
 
4. Opportunity which appeared/appears: your participation is the result of the real 

need of your customers (for industrial partners) or internal needs (for user partners).  
For academic partner mention if OLYMPUS is in line with other projects 
(continuation) and reuse of know-how. Are there any other opportunities in the 
pipeline when project finished?  

 
Many electronic ID documents used today release unnecessary personal information 
about their respective holder. Some trivial approaches have been implemented to 
limit the amount of data released (e.g. created pre-signed statements of over 16, over 
18, over 21, over 65, etc.) but they are limited to very specific use cases and thus, 
lack the flexibility to adapt to new use cases popping up daily by innovative Service 
Providers. 
 
The Olympus framework provides a much more elegant and flexible way to share 
personal data, with absolute minimal disclosure and supporting virtually any 
requirements necessary by Service Providers (e.g. a Service Provider with a legal 
requirement to proof checking customers are below 17 ½ years old). 
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5. Exploitable assets and results: Describe what assets (whether this involves 
specific components, tools, knowledge, methodologies, skills, etc.) 
 
As a result of the project, Multicert will have a solution for issuing d-pABC credentials 
to mDL holders, and in the future other type of electronic ID documents that may 
follow and adopt the same principles. 
 
The solution shall be considered an extension over existing infrastructures (PKI). 
Furthermore, it complements the catalog of Multicert ID solutions, placing the 
company as a leading company worldwide of turnkey ID solutions and effectively 
pioneering with an integrated solution that fully preserves the privacy of end users in 
a wide range of daily life scenarios. 
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6. Rationale: Explanation of why are you interested on those assets (the added-value 
they provide), how do you plan to exploit them (academically or industrially: e.g. 
provide as commercial solution, certification services, standardization, consultancy, 
further R&D, positioning) 
 
MULTICERT has the goal to sell and deploy the solution to several Governments and 
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMVs) – commonly called “Issuing Authorities”. The 
solution can be deployed as whole, in parts and/or combined with other consortium 
partners solutions. 
 

7. Your Value Proposition towards Joint Exploitation of OLYMPUS:  what do you 
expect from project partners, what benefits will you deliver to the rest, what 
components/interest do you share with other partners.  
 
Multicert pretends to continue collaboration with UMU, IBM and ALX to support the 
fundamental cryptographic building blocks, for continuous improvements. 
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8. Roadmap: the timeline plan you have for using those assets: (what, where, to 
who, e.g. meeting with board to present them in 6 months, inclusion in your portfolio 
etc.). Provide concrete actions for months M22-M30 and maybe for after the project 
 
The current ISO 18013-5 draft is “feature frozen” and going under formal review for 
ratification and approval. It is expected to be released in late 2020 as an international 
specification. 
 
Meanwhile, Multicert has been presenting Olympus concept within the 
standardization group under the topic “Day 2 features”. We intend to show the mDL 
use case demonstrator in one of the next ISO working group meetings starting from 
M22 and submit a contribution by M34 for discussion and possible inclusion in the 
revision of ISO 18013-5. 
 

9. Measurement: how do you plan to measure impact of planned actions for the last 
year of the project 
 
Due to slow progress of the ISO standardization process (and in general, all 
standardization processes), it is not foreseeable to have immediate sales of the 
solution within the Olympus project timeframe. 
 
However, we set the following measures to assess the impact of the planned actions: 
 

a. To keep the Olympus technology in the agenda of the ISO working group as a 
possible mDL Day 2 feature. 

b. Submit draft contribution for inclusion into the standard. 
c. Have granted by an Issuing Authority a project for real world deployment of an 

ISO 18013-5 compliant mDL within the Olympus calendar timeframe. Even if 
not using directly the Olympus technology, having an mDL production project 
with an IA creates a privileged relation and opens path towards rolling out the 
technology in the future. 
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10. Positioning: if you can provide any comparison to competitors or alternatives to your 
asset or market figures as a reference point it would be more than appreciated 
 
 

 

 Others, all not covered with questions above, but relevant for OLYMPUS 
partnerships (e.g. type of agreement you would expect with other partners, 
business model or revenue sharing frameworks you propose etc). 

 


